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Abstract: Optimization of metabolism to maximize production of bio-based chemicals must consistently balance cellular resources 
for biocatalyst growth and desired compound synthesis. This mini-review discusses synthetic biology strategies for dynamically 
controlling expression of genes to enable dual-phase fermentations in which growth and production are separated into dedicated 
phases. Emphasis is placed on practical examples which can be reliably scaled to commercial production with the current state of 
technology. Recent case studies are presented, and recommendations are provided for environmental signals and genetic control 
circuits. 
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be successfully taken to scale in industrial bioreactors. For the 
sake of brevity, the examples presented are limited to Escherichia 
coli ; however, the same overall design principles can be adapted to 
other host organisms. 

Considerations for Scale-Up 

The high capital and operating costs of commercial scale fermen- 
tation and downstream processing unit operations demand that 
the development of bioprocesses “begin with the end in mind”
( Covey, 1989 ; Crater & Lievense, 2018 ; Grotkjaer, 2015 ; Hill et al., 
2020 ) . The most desirable end, in this case, is a process for produc- 
ing a commodity chemical at any standard facility, with minimal 
custom engineering, protocols, and logistics. The facility should 
be able to be operated safely and efficiently by those without a 
background in the biological sciences. Operational failures and 
performance variability create significant risk to current and fu- 
ture investment in bio-based chemicals. 

Synthetic biology has an important role in enabling the deploy- 
ment of biomanufacturing processes, but homogeneous small 
scale conditions used to characterize synthetic control elements 
are often not representative of industrial scale operations condi- 
tions. Some characteristics of a system which could be desirable 
for synthetic biology proof of concept projects may need addi- 
tional consideration when designing for use at commercial scale. 
For example, undesirable gradients of pH, temperature, dissolved 
gases, or nutrient concentrations are common challenges encoun- 
tered in large fermenters where cells are grown to high densi- 
ties and kept under carbon and/or oxygen limitation. These en- 
vironmental heterogeneities can lead not only to nutrient limi- 
tations that trigger cellular stress responses, but also could al- 
ter the induction response of genetic control systems due to un- 
even distribution of inducer molecules or inducing signals, and 
increased stochasticity of gene expression, resulting in inefficient 
Introduction 

Commercial bioprocesses require reliable and practical control
strategies to realize their tremendous potential. A recent report
from the McKinsey Institute looking at applications of biological
innovations stated that biology could be used to produce “60 per-
cent of the physical inputs to the global economy” and that the
applications studied could have a $4 trillion direct economic im-
pact within the next 20 years ( Chui et al., 2020 ) . Many of the cell
factory-dependent bioprocesses needed to produce those physi-
cal inputs will rely on tight control of host metabolism to be suc-
cessful. While production of high-cost compounds such as those
for the therapeutics market might permit less cost-efficient pro-
cesses, production of commodity chemicals will not. A significant
portion of the forecasted impact of biological innovation on the
global economy will depend upon a cost advantage from biologi-
cal production of commodity chemicals. 

Optimization of metabolism to maximize production efficiency
must consistently balance cellular resources for biocatalyst and
desired compound production. Toxicity of products and interme-
diates may need to be managed, often dynamically. Metabolic con-
trol strategies must be precisely and reliably matched to the pro-
cess input and infrastructure constraints. Unlike infrastructure
and process control design ( Crater & Lievense, 2018 ; Hill et al.,
2020 ) , genetic control of production host metabolism is scientifi-
cally feasible but not currently precise or predictably engineered
at industrial scale. How can the progress and promise of synthetic
and systems biology for genetic control strategies be translated
into practical and scalable engineering solutions for commercially
successful bioprocesses? What tools are available and how ready
are they for industrial application? What are the key consider-
ations in choosing components of a metabolic control strategy
for different types of processes? This review addresses these and
other related questions, providing overall guidance towards de-
veloping a reliable, dynamically controlled biocatalyst that can
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roduction ( Delvigne & Goffin, 2014 ; Lara et al., 2006 ) . Designing
obust control elements that behave predictably and require min-
mal operator interaction, and applying established methods to
iagnose scalability will help mitigate the risks. 
For fermentations where shifts from growth into production

hase are achieved by genetic switches, slower or longer transi-
ions may be more compatible with plant operation, as corrections
o avoid process upsets may be easier to manage. Some lag in tran-
ition from growth to production phase may be beneficial when
witching is applied upon transfer from seed tank to production.
llowing some cellular resources to be allocated to growth and
rotein production in the production tank can provide more bio-
atalyst for greater productivity. It also decreases the cell mass
equired to transfer from the seed to achieve desired volumetric
roductivity. 
Spatial population heterogeneity can be minimized when the

haracteristic time of switching response is slower than that
f mixing; that is, there are no gradients of cells in different
etabolic states within the fermenter. Differences in mixing fre-
uency and mass transfer between laboratory and commercial
cales constitute the greatest challenge to developing a reliable
rocess that performs as intended by design ( Crater & Lievense,
018 ; Rugbjerg & Olsson, 2020 ) . In addition to matching induc-
ion response time to production tank mixing time, removal or
ewiring of native regulatory feedback loops can minimize het-
rogeneous induction. Particularly, inducer-responsive expression 
f high affinity transporter genes can be replaced with inducer-
ndependent expression. Native transporters of inducers that are
ositively regulated by the inducer create positive feedback loops
nd bimodal populations ( Wang & Dunlop, 2019 ) . 

otivation 

onstitutive expression of all pathways required for optimal
rowth as well as production may seem like the best choice to
aximize productivity, but such an approach is not always op-

imal. In early approaches to metabolic engineering, much focus
as spent on growth-coupled production so that these competing
bjectives were aligned rather than opposed ( Burgard & Maranas,
003 ; Yim et al., 2011 ) . Metabolic pathways were deleted in such a
ay that forced chemical production in order for the cell to grow,
enerally resulting in high yield. Although this approach led to
ome significant commercial successes, it became clear that this
trategy was unsuitable for many products. It often would require
eletion of major pathways, leading to poor growth; thus produc-
ivity would be poor even when yield is high. In extreme cases,
he desired deletions were essential for growth so they could not
e implemented. This incompatibility between robust growth and
roduction led to the development of alternate strategies with
eparate, dedicated phases for growth and production with dy-
amic switching between them ( Burg et al., 2016 ; Hartline et al.,
021 ) . The burden of pathway expression can be silenced during
he growth phase so all resources are dedicated to robust biomass
roduction. Subsequently, growth essential pathways that may be
etrimental to product synthesis can be turned down or off once
rowth is complete, so all intracellular resources can be directed
o production. 
Three basic steps must be taken to develop a dynamic con-

rol system. First, pathways are selected to be “metabolic valves”
or dynamic control ( Dinh & Prather, 2019 ; Venayak et al., 2018 ) .
his includes pathway genes that must be turned on as well as
ative pathways to be silenced once growth is complete. Com-
utational modeling approaches can be used to select the latter
 Venayak et al., 2018 ) . Second, an environmental signal must be
hosen that can enable switching at the right time. Finally, genetic
ircuits are developed to serve as an actuator, turning pathways
n or off in response to the signal. This control can occur at the
ranscriptional, translational, or post-translational levels. Tech-
ologies that can be applied to achieve control at each of these
evels are described below, followed by specific examples of how
hese can be combined to provide effective dynamic control. 

ene Expression Control 
ecoupling growth from production has become a standard
ractice in fermentations to decrease the burden of engineered
ctivities during growth. Transitioning from the growth phase to
he production phase involves redirection of carbon feedstocks
nd nutrients towards synthesis of the target chemicals. This
ay include not only induction of biosynthetic pathways but
lso attenuation of reactions competing for substrates and re-
ources. Switching from off to on production states as well as the
ynamic regulation of activities along the fermentation process
o minimize cellular metabolic burden and prevent strain genetic
nstability requires the ability to control gene expression and
nzyme activities deliberately. A vast array of tools exists that
llows regulatory control at any level of expression, including
ranscription, translation, and protein degradation ( Hartline et
l., 2021 ; Kent & Dixon, 2020 ) . Engineered regulatory systems
ake advantage of key control points during gene expression. For
nstance, control of transcription initiation can be exerted by
ngineering the affinity of transcriptional factors ( positive or neg-
tive regulators ) to a ligand effector ( inducer ) ( Meyer et al., 2018 ;
cholz et al., 2004 ; Taylor et al., 2016 ) to control expression of pro-
oters, which might also be engineered to alter deoxyribonucleic
cid ( DNA ) operator binding affinity ( Daber & Lewis, 2009 ) . Trans-
 Cho et al., 2018 ; Kim et al., 2016 ; Wu et al., 2015 ) and cis-active
egulatory elements ( Felleti et al., 2016 ; Scull et al., 2021 ) , as well
s protein degradation tags ( Cameron & Collins, 2014 ; Li, S et al.,
020 ) enable expression control at transcriptional, translational,
nd post-translational levels, and have been used to fine-tune
entral metabolism and efficiently channel carbon towards small
olecule production. Simple off/on systems or genetic regulatory
ircuits to carry out controlled and dynamic repression and
erepression of genes and protein activities can be designed
nd optimized for product synthesis while minimizing negative
mpacts on cellular homeostasis. However, complex regulatory
etworks, when not properly regulated, can represent a load to
he producing cells and impose selective pressure, resulting in
enotypic drift and selection of non-producers ( Rugbjerg et al.,
018 ; Wehrs et al., 2019 ) . An ideal gene expression control system
ill be such that it shows tight regulation ( low expression under
ff state ) , wide range of tunable expression, strong and rapid
esponse to the desired induction stimuli, and orthogonality
 limited or no response to other engineered or native expression
ystems ) . In addition, synthetic biology tools used in production
trains should be developed considering their applicability and
obustness at commercial-scale operations. 
The embrace of technologies for bio-based production of chem-

cals depends on their cost-competitiveness against established
on-renewable, petrochemical operations. It is well known that
he costs of the raw materials such as carbon feedstock can rep-
esent up to half the cost of goods in bio-fermentations ( Claassen
t al., 1999 ; Grotkjaer, 2015 ) . Genetic control relies on molecu-
ar and/or environmental induction signals or effectors. Inducers
ay be compounds added to the fermentation medium at the
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Fig. 1 Example of a practical genetic control strategy for an industrial bioprocess. Switch is based on depletion of sugar 1 ( S1 ) in this example. a. In the 
seed tank, sugar 1 ( S1 ) binds anti-repressor ( A, results in negative control of gene expression upon substrate binding ) and negatively regulates product 
( P ) pathway associated gene expression, promoting growth. Targeted degradation of growth-associated proteins ( from G ) is also negatively controlled 
by ( via repression of protease gene D ) . b. Prior to inoculation of the production tank, S1 is depleted to below switching threshold concentration. 
Without S1 bound to A, repression of both P and D is removed. Sugar 2 ( S2, not a ligand for A ) is used as a carbon source, P and D are expressed, and 
targeted proteolysis of key growth associated proteins maximizes product formation. c . Schematic illustrating trends of B and G concentrations 
throughout the fermentation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

appropriate time or could be endogenously produced by shifts
in the process conditions. Added inducers, such as isopropyl β-
D-1-thiogalactopyranoside, could also account for a significant
fraction of production costs, making them uneconomical for in-
dustrial applications, and highlighting the need to develop alter-
native scalable control systems. Non-metabolized inducers may
also require costly removal and safe disposal. Therefore, for syn-
thetic biology-enabled technologies to be applied at industrial
scale, they need to be cost-effective, support high yield product
and productivity by cutting fermentation time, and avoid induc-
ers that interfere with or complicate downstream purification
processes. 

Guidance Example 

A metabolic control strategy matching the best synthetic biology
tools with the driving economic and engineering considerations
for a successful bioprocess could include the following compo-
nents. Depletion of a nutrient or other growth medium compo-
nent during the initial ( growth ) phase can provide the primary
switch. Such a component should be low cost and readily, broadly
available. It should already be part of the desired process, or easily
incorporated. Examples include the depletion of, or switching be-
tween inexpensive fed sugars ( Fig. 1 ; Bothfeld et al., 2017 ; Meyer
et al., 2018 ) , phosphate limitation ( Nitta et al., 2021 ; Trung et al.,
2019 ) , or oxygen supply ( Lange et al., 2017 ) . Alternatively, pH ( Li, C
et al., 2020 ) or temperature shift ( Wang et al., 2021 ) , if consistent
with the ideal process and infrastructure, could be employed. 

An allosteric transcription factor such as the lac repressor, engi-
neered to respond to the desired process-driven switch ( effector )
and to function as an anti-repressor ( effector-binding increases
the anti-repressor’s affinity for DNA, e.g. lactose-bound anti-LacI 
repression, or the S1-bound “A” repression in Fig. 1 ) . Such an en-
gineered anti-repressor can serve as a simple actuator and is 
based on well-studied, proven systems ( Groseclose et al., 2020 ) .
This primary switch and actuator pairing can be used to open key
metabolic valves ( Venayak et al., 2018 ) . It can also be used to initi-
ate targeted proteolysis ( Cameron & Collins, 2014 ; Li, S et al., 2020 )
in order to close other valves. 

From the perspective of synthetic biology, this kind of circuitry 
is extremely simple. Additional circuit components, using simi- 
larly robust parts, could be added as needed. However, applying 
the scale up engineering considerations, the genetic control sys- 
tem ( circuit ) complexity should be limited to what is sufficient to 
provide stability ( Bothfeld et al., 2017 ; Greco et al., 2021 ) and de-
sired process dynamics. Its net function should only strengthen 
the overall process and it should require no user input outside of
the established and standardized process inputs. 

Example 1: Dynamic Control Using Quorum 

Sensing 

The E. coli quorum sensing system can be leveraged to modulate 
expression of genes in a growth phase-dependent manner. Dinh 
and Prather ( 2019 ) demonstrate use of two independently tun- 
able quorum sensing control modes to implement dynamic regu- 
lation for two model products, salicylic acid and naringenin. The 
system relies on two constitutively expressed regulator proteins,
LuxR and EsaR, which respond to the common signaling molecule 
3-oxohexanoyl homoserine lactone ( AHL ) to activate or repress 
their cognate promoters, respectively. The synthesis of AHL is con- 
stitutive, so as the cells grow and reach a threshold density the
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romoters can be either activated or repressed. The luxR and esaR
xpression levels were tuned by modulating promoter or ribosome
inding site ( RBS ) strength, to obtain a range of switching dynam-
cs. 
The first two steps for naringenin biosynthesis from tyrosine
ere expressed from the P esaR promoter, so that initially the path-
ay was not active and all resources could be focused on cell
rowth. In addition, clustered regularly interspaced short palin-
romic repeats-interference ( CRISPRi ) coupled to the P luxR pro-
oter was used to repress fatty acid synthesis genes. This results

n less malonyl-CoA directed away from the naringenin pathway
s the cells enter the production phase. By tuning the promoter
riving eraR and the RBS for luxR , over 100x increase in titer was
chieved relative to the static expression approach. A similar ap-
roach was used for salicylic acid, where CRISPRi targeted the
heA and tyrA genes to prevent loss of the precursor chorismate to
romatic amino acid synthesis during the growth phase. Neither
f these examples was scaled beyond bench-scale, so it is conceiv-
ble that quorum sensing behavior could change at larger scales.
owever, the ability to modulate expression of AHL synthase and
he transcriptional regulators enable flexibility to accommodate
cale-up challenges. The model systems developed in this work
ould provide an excellent opportunity to better understand the
olume-dependent behavior of quorum sensing and its impact on
uxR / esaR promoters. 

xample 2: Switching by Phosphate 

tarvation 

ne of the most extensive developments in dynamic control for
hemical production is exhibited in works by DMC Biotechnolo-
ies and Duke University. These groups have applied control at
he transcriptional and post-translational levels, using phosphate
imitation as the master signal, to production of metabolites de-
ived from pyruvate ( Li, S et al., 2020 ; Lynch & Ye, 2019 , US
atent app. 2019/0390232 ) and malonyl-coenzyme A ( malonyl-
oA ) ( Lynch et al., 2020 , US patent app. 2020/0347388 ) . Their strat-
gy involves both induction of downstream pathway genes us-
ng promoters responsive to phosphate starvation, and controlled
roteolysis combined with gene silencing of central metabolic
athways to create synthetic valves ( Li, 2020 ) . To determine the
ost suitable phosphate starvation promoters, 16 different pro-
oters of the pho regulon ( Wanner, 1993 ) were screened for activ-

ty in well plates as well as bioreactors ( Moreb et al., 2020 ) . Only
our promoters had suitable activity and dynamic range, and be-
avior that also scaled to bioreactors: ugpB , yibD , phoA , and phoB
romoters. Controlled gene silencing of central metabolism genes
as obtained using the native E. coli type I-E Cascade/CRISPR sys-
em. Guide RNAs targeting the relevant gene were expressed by
ne of the above promoters, so that gene expression would be re-
uced as the cells enter stationary phase due to phosphate de-
letion. Finally, proteins encoded by these genes were appended
ith a degradation tag, which is recognized by the native protease
spB. The gene encoding SspB was then expressed under control
f a phosphate promoter, so that these “valve” enzymes would be
egraded at the same time the gene is silenced, creating a more
apid “closing” of the valve ( Li, S et al., 2020 ) . 
In the case of pyruvate production, the synthetic valves cho-

en were the genes encoding citrate synthase ( gltA ) and glucose-
-phosphate dehydrogenase ( zwf ) , thus preventing flux into the
CA cycle and pentose phosphate pathway, respectively, when the
hosphate limitation response was triggered. Such a strain pro-
 

uced over 25 g/L pyruvate in fermentation, compared to neg-
igible production in the wild-type strain, with approximately
0% reduction in total biomass ( Li, S et al., 2020 ) . Reduced a-
etoglutarate production due to the gltA valve also resulted in
ncreased glucose uptake. Furthermore, by also expressing the
itramalate synthase cimA3.7, which produces citramalate from
ne mole each of pyruvate and acetyl-CoA, under control of a
hosphate starvation promoter, over 100 g/L citramalate was pro-
uced in fed-batch fermentation. Separately, the researchers cre-
ted an L-alanine production strain using the same synthetic
alves, and expressing a Bacillus subtilis alanine dehydrogenase
ene ( alaDH ) from a phosphate starvation promoter ( Lynch et
l., 2020 , US patent app. 2020/0347388 ) . DMC recently demon-
trated scale-up of alanine fermentation ( “DMC demonstrates full
ommercial scale production of L-alanine at record speed, 2021 ”) ,
nd announced plans to commercialize this process in a part-
ership with Conagen ( “DMC and Conagen partner on commer-
ial L-alanine manufacturing, 2021 ”) . Although the identity of the
roduction strain has not been disclosed, it likely uses synthetic
alves controlled by phosphate limitation as described above. 

oncluding Remarks/Future Directions 

xamples given above use E. coli as production host and specific
enetic control components discussed are from bacterial systems,
ut the concepts are more broadly applicable. Amyris has used a
altose switch-based system with multilevel control using yeast

n commercial scale fermentation processes ( Chua et al., 2019 ) .
dditionally, non-genetic metabolic control strategies providing
eparation of growth and production phases and strain stability
ave been successfully applied to improve industrial fermenta-
ion processes ( Pooth et al., 2020 ; Sandoval et al., 2014 ) . 
While the primary focus of this review is on highlighting proven

enetic control strategies available as scalable engineering solu-
ions for commercial bioprocesses, many other tools are in devel-
pment and may soon find their way into industrial processes.
he phosphate limitation switch-based multilevel control strat-
gy employed by DMC in commercial application provides the first
ublished example of its kind, but a commercial process using a
ell-developed system such as quorum sensing could reasonably
e anticipated in the near future. Other technologies, such as op-
ogenetics ( Pouzet et al., 2020 ) , may be further from commercial
pplication but offer great potential for processes with tight, dy-
amic control far beyond what is currently possible. 
The use of contract genetic control system development and

cale-down testing services to access synthetic biology exper-
ise in development and validation of robust genetic control for
 planned commercial process may enable more deployment
f the technology in the near future. Large companies seek-
ng competitive advantages for their bioprocesses but lacking
he requisite expertise in these areas may benefit from these
ervices, along with startups with ideas and funding looking
o minimize research and development overhead and time to
arket. 
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